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Abstract
Carry Select Adder (CSLA) is one of the fastest adders used in many data processing processors to perform fast
arithmetic functions. This work uses a simple and efficient gate level modification to significantly reduce the area and
power of the CSLA. The modified design has reduced area and power as compared with multiternary digit (trit) adder
design. The adder is based on an efficient single-trit full-adder design with low-complexity encoder and reduced
complexity carry generation unit. Further, we optimize the number of encoder and decoder blocks required while putting
together several single-trit full-adder units to realize a multitrit adder. Extensive HSPICE simulation results show roughly
79% reduction in power-delay product for three-trit adders and 88% reduction in power-delay product for nine-trit adders
in comparison to a direct realization.
I. Introduction
Design of area- and power-efficient high-speed data path logic systems are one of the most substantial areas of research
in VLSI system design. In digital adders, the speed of addition is limited by the time required to propagate a carry through
the adder. The sum for each bit position in an elementary adder is generated sequentially only after the. Previous bit
position has been summed and a carry propagated into the next position. The CSLA is used in many computational
systems to alleviate the problem of carry propagation delay by independently generating multiple carries and then
select a carry to generate the sum [1]. However, the CSLA is not area efficient because it uses multiple pairs of
Ripple Carry Adders (RCA) to generate partial sum and carry by considering carry input Cin=0 and Cin=1, then the
final sum and carry are selected by the multiplexers (mux).The basic idea of this work is to use Binary to Excess-1
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Converter (BEC) instead of RCA with Cin=1 in the regular CSLA to achieve lower area and power consumption
[2]–[4]. The main advantage of this BEC logic comes from the lesser number of logic gates than the n-bit.
Full Adder (FA) structure. The details of the BEC logic are discussed in Section III.
New technologies include the carbon nanotube field effect transistor (CNTFET), single electron transistor, silicon-oninsulator, and fin-field effect transistor. Among these, CNTFET is promising in view of ballistic transport and low OFFcurrent properties enabling high-performance and low power design [5]–[11]. This letter presents efficient designs of 1) a
single-ternary digit (trit) adder and 2) a multitrit adder in CNTFET. Ternary logic is specifically chosen for the design
since it has an elegant association with CNTFET. In particular, CNTFETs provide the possibility of realizing two distinct
threshold voltages merely by the use of different diameters of the carbon nanotube [12]. Further, ternary logic achieves
simplicity and energy efficiency in digital design since it reduces the complexity of interconnects and chip area. For
example, 14-bit binary addition can be done (roughly) by a nine-trit adder.

Fig.1. Delay and Area Evaluation an XOR gate.

Fig.2. 4-Bit BEC.

Fig.3. 4-Bit BEC with 8:4 mux.
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II. Single-Trit Adder
Our single digit adder solution is based on a small modification of the ternary decoder in [6]. This leads to a lower
complexity half adder as well as full-adder. We focus on the full-adder here since it constitutes the building block of the
multidigit adder. The general structure of a one-trit adder with three ternary inputs A,B, and Cin and two ternary outputs
Cout and Sum as shown in Fig. 1. It turns out that the encoder and carry-generation unit in Fig. 1 can be improved upon
(when compared with prior designs in [8] and [6]). The proposed modification of the decoder (in [6]) is shown in Fig. 2.
The ternary NOR gate of [6] is replaced here by a binary NOR since the inputs are Boolean. Also, complements of A0 and
A2 are obtained with merely one inverter. While the circuit for sum-generate in Fig. 4 is the same as prior designs, the
proposed carry-generate circuit requires fewer gates (as discussed later). Let the output carry of the carry-generate block
in Fig. 4 when encoded be denoted by CXo and CY o. Then, CX o and CYo are given as: CXo = _(A,B,Ci) =

Fig.4. Ternary full adder Block Diagram.

Fig.5. Decoder

Fig.6. Proposed.
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Encoder
It is worth noting that CXo as well as CYo are independent of A1, B1, and C1i. This has valuable consequences: the
propagation to the next stage (especially for realizing a multitrit adder) becomes easier without encoder–decoder pairs
(additional details are provided in Section III). Equation (1) suggests that the carries can be realized using only eight
binary AND gates, one binary NAND gate, and one binary NOR gate. The availability of A2, B2, and C2 i via the
modified decoder facilitates low-complexity carry generation.
Remark 1: A0 output of the decoder is used in the derivation of equations of sum. The equations for sum are omitted since
carry propagation is the key to multidigit adder design.
Remark 2: Dhande and Ingole [8] present a half-adder architecture that uses three ternary AND and one ternary OR
(besides a T-buffer) for carry generation. The design in [6] realizes the carry using three binary AND and one binary OR
(besides a T-buffer). The direct extension of the design in [6] to the full adder requires 11 binary AND gates and 1 binary
OR gate .With respect to the encoder in Fig. 1, the proposed design and its truth table are given in Fig. 3. Note that only
three transistors are required here while a T-buffer followed by a ternary-OR gate are used in the design in [6]. Additional
data in support of the savings are provided in Table II.

IV. Proposed Multitrit Adder in Cntfet
Fig. 5 forms the basis for the design of an efficient multitrit adder. Consider the two-trit adder in Fig. 4 which is a direct
extension of the one-trit adder of Fig. 5.In Fig. 7, the signal “X,” which is two-digit valued has output carry information
of first stage but in Boolean format. However, signal “Y,” which is the decoded signal of first stage carry output is threedigit (three-valued). Therefore, signal “X” cannot be propagated to the next stage without conversion back to ternary.
Since the encoder is simplified as shown in Fig. 6, if the decoder is designed to get “X” and “Y” in Fig. 7 exactly the
same, the block shown by _1 can be removed from the circuit leading to the reduction in overall propagation delay. To
facilitate this, we construct Table I and study what is required by the decoder. It is clear from Table I that there are simple
relations between the required decoder outputs and actual decoder outputs.
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In particular, D2 = DY0 ,D1 = NOR(DY0 ,DY1 ), and D0 DY1 .Therefore, the actual decoder outputs can be evaluated
directly from the encoder inputs without using the block shown by_1 in Fig. 7. Only “00” combination is considered as
inputs of encoder for logic “2” output (instead of both “00” and “02” shown in Fig. 6) to avoid confusion with respect to
the actual decoder outputs. The outputs at each stage, denoted by C2i and C0i, resemble the first stage carry CXo and
CYo. In particular, the output carry signals C2o and C0o become C21 and C01 for the first stage, C22 and C02for the
second stage and so on. Therefore, the carry signals of ith stage are given by (2). The circuit realizing

Fig.7. Two –trit Adder.
The realization of a multitrit adder incorporating these ideas is given in Fig. 6. BLOCK A and BLOCK C are direct
implementations of carry expressions and their duals, respectively, of a full adder whereas LOCK B is for other unary
signals (A1 , B1 , and C1i) followed by the implementation of sum expressions of a full adder.
Remark 3: In the proposed encoder (see Fig. 3), there exists a path between Vdd and ground for an input combination of
{X = 2, Y = 0} leading to an output voltage of Vd d 2 and power consumption in standby mode due to static current
(which becomes significant for multitrit adders). This problem can be mitigated using power gating. In this approach, we
connect an additional high-threshold voltage NMOS-CNTFET between ground and the source of the existing NMOSCNTFET in the encoder .

V. Stimulation Result
In this section, we present the results of HSPICE simulation using the MOSFET-like CNTFET model at 0.9 V power
supply and room temperature. The transient response of the proposed one-trit adder is designed. The propagation delays
have been measured from change in input to possible transitions of sum and carry outputs., tsum−1 , tsum−2 , tsum−3 ,
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tsum−4 , tsum−5 , and tsum−6 are the transition delays from the change in input (A, B, or Ci ) to change in sum output
for “0→1,” “1→2,” “2→0,” “0→2,” “2→1,” and “1→0” transitions, respectively. Similarly, tcarry−1 , tcarry−2 ,
tcarry−3 , and tcarry−4 are the delays from the change in input (A, B, or Ci ) to change in carry output for “0→1,”
“1→2,” “2→1,” and “1→0,” transitions, respectively. (It is worth noting that the transitions of carry output given by
“2→0” and “0→2” are not possible for a single-input transition.) From the transient response, we can infer the following:
tsum−1 = 44.165 ps, tsum−2 = 39.874 ps, tsum−3 = 50.77 ps, tsum−4 = 34.202 ps, tsum−5 = 30.068 ps, tsum−6
=47.238 ps, tcarry−1 =37.129 ps, tcarry−2 =32.636 ps, tcarry−3 =9.238 ps, tcarry−4 =32.510 ps. The simulation results
are presented in Table II. The PDP is the product of average delay and average power consumption.

Fig.8. Transient response of the proposed ternary full adder
Table III presents the results for the proposed multitrit adders (and in particular for three-trit and nine-trit adders). Since
no multitrit adders are available to our knowledge, we have also implemented a direct realization of three-trit and nine-trit
adders based on the designs of the one-trit adder. fJ in Table III refers to 10−15 J.
VI. Conclusion
New designs for single-trit and multitrit adders in CNTFET are presented. It is worth noting that the transistor-based
design approach (as opposed to gate-level design) adopted for encoder as well as carry generation leads to an efficient
solution. The proposed designs achieve low power-delay product.
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